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ABSTRACT
Due to the non-telecentricity of the EUV illumination, the EUV mask flatness budget dictates the use of an electrostatic
chuck in the exposure tool. Since the mask backside flattening provided by the electrostatic chuck in the exposure tool
is very different from the 3-point mounts currently employed to hold reticles in pattern generation and registration
measurement tools, this raises the question of which mounting techniques to apply in future patterning and registration
tools. In case drastic changes need to be made to the tool configurations, it is important to know, and as early as
possible, whether backside chucking of reticles, via an electrostatic or vacuum chuck, is absolutely required or if a 3point mounting scheme can suffice in these tools. Using finite element simulations, the effects on EUV mask image
placement of stressed layers and their patterning, as well as substrate and chuck non-flatness were predicted for these
different conditions. The results can be used to calculate image placement error budgets and determine what substrate
and blank specifications are needed for the implementation of EUV at the 32-nm node.
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1. INTRODUCTION
For the successful insertion of EUV at the 32-nm node or below, image placement errors due to using different reticle
mounts in various tools are a concern. Current optical reticles are supported on three points in patterning and
registration tools, but are vacuum-chucked on two strips in exposure tools. As reticles are held horizontally, and thus
subjected to gravity, the differences between the reticle mounts in these tools can lead to different in-plane distortions of
the photomask, i.e., image placement errors during printing.1
EUV reticles will need to be electrostatically chucked on a portion of their backside, referred to as quality area (QA), in
exposure tools.2,3 This also differs from the way reticles are mounted in current patterning and registration tools, which
may lead to reconsider the reticle mounting strategy in these tools. Finite element (FE) modeling is a powerful method
to answer this type of questions before electrostatic chucks and EUV reticles satisfying tight flatness specifications are
available.4-8 In this paper, the influence on image placement of the reticle mount for each tool, the EUV substrate and
exposure chuck non-flatness, pattern formation on the mask, as well as substrate thickness, elastic modulus, coefficient
of thermal expansion and edge length tolerances were taken into account. For all simulations, the blank stack illustrated
in Fig. 1, the design shown in Fig. 2, and a substrate shape with a variable magnitude of non-flatness scaled from Fig. 3
were considered. The non-flatness magnitude was varied between 0 nm and 240 nm in the parametric studies.
The structure of the paper is as follows: Section 2 focuses on distortions measurable in a registration tool, whereas
Section 3 deals with exposure chucking effects and their combination with other effects. Section 4 consists of an
assessment of mask image placement for two alternative EUV mask stacks, two reticle mounting strategies, and finally
an error budget calculation for a comparison to the ITRS specifications.9
_____________________________________________________
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70 nm to 80 nm thick
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NZTE Substrate
Cr backside layer
60 nm thick
Backside Surface
Fig. 1. EUV stack considered, featuring a multilayer, absorber layer, and conductive backside coating.
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Fig. 2. EUV design employed in the patterning model.
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EUV substrate backside shape over the quality area used in the simulations. Peak-to-valley non-flatness of 240 nm shown
for illustrative purposes.

2. INFLUENCE OF MASK TOLERANCES AND PATTERNING
The first calculation that was run pertained to a EUV mask held in an e-beam pattern generation (PG) tool. In this tool,
as in a registration tool, the mask is subjected to gravity and rests on three points, as shown in Fig. 4. Since the mask
sag induced by gravity is repeatable, the in-plane distortions (IPD) that accompany the sag can be numerically corrected
to consider the mask as unconstrained. What the tools can not compensate for are the mask-to-mask variations that
could cause gravity to induce different mask sags due to the tolerances in the substrate specifications on edge length,
elastic modulus, and coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE). The effects on IPD of these tolerances were assessed, and
a local CTE distribution as on Fig. 5 was assumed, as well as a maximum temperature variation of ±2°C between the
wafer fab temperature and the exposure tool temperature. The resulting mask pattern in-plane displacements for a ¼inch thick near zero thermal expansion (NZTE) substrate, such as ULE®, are listed in Table 1. The case of a class A
substrate is illustrated, and thermal distortions would be proportional for class B, C, or D substrates.
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Fig. 4. Boundary conditions for a mask in (a) pattern generation and (b) registration tools.
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Fig. 5. Local distribution of CTE on a substrate of class A.
Table 1. Effects of mask tolerances on reticle-level in-plane displacements.

Substrate edge length

Mean value and tolerance

IPD error

152 mm ± 0.1 mm

± 0.1 nm

Substrate thickness

6.35 mm ± 0.1 mm

± 0.6 nm

ULE® elastic modulus

67.6 GPa ± 1.2 GPa

± 0.6 nm

NZTE substrate CTE

0 ± 5 ppb/°C for ∆T = ± 2°C

± 1.6 nm

Then, simulations were run to predict the reticle-level IPD in the image field (of size 104 mm × 132 mm) due to the
patterning and etching of the design in Fig. 2, for a mask held in a registration tool, as a function of the TaN absorber
stress. Stress values ranging from 0 MPa to 900 MPa compressive were considered. The results are reported in Fig. 6
with and without magnification correction. Two main types of magnification correction are available: iso(tropic), which
linearly corrects image placement with a same factor in two orthogonal directions, and ortho(tropic), which uses two
different correction factors for two orthogonal directions. Note that “ortho” does not refer to orthogonality correction.
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Fig. 6. Mask image field IPD FE results for the patterning of the design in Fig. 2.

3. MASK EXPOSURE CHUCKING EFFECTS
Next, the electrostatic chucking a mask with a 60 nm peak-to-valley (PV) backside non-flatness over its quality area was
modeled, and Fig. 7 reports the reticle-level image field IPD, with and without magnification correction, produced by
chucking with a 15 kPa pressure, without patterning effects. An unconstrained mask with the same shape is used as the
IPD reference grid.
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Fig. 7. Chucking without patterning IPD FE results for a 60 nm PV substrate backside non-flatness over the QA.

The uncorrected IPD is large, approximately 50 nm for the chucking of a mask with a stress-free absorber and a 60-nm
PV substrate non-flatness over the quality area. Applying magnification correction removes a radial or elliptical
component to the IPD, which virtually compensates for stress-induced displacements caused by to the multilayer and
backside layer depositions, as well as a portion of the IPD due to the non-flatness of the substrate. Using isotropic or
orthotropic magnification correction, image field mask IPD drops to the range of 4 nm to 5 nm. To investigate the
dependence of IPD on substrate non-flatness, numerical models were run for a mask with a 300 MPa compressive
absorber stress and a substrate backside shape ranging from 0 nm to 240 nm, by scaling the shape depicted in Fig. 3.
The FE results, shown in Fig. 8, illustrate a linear relation between PV substrate non-flatness over the QA and IPD, and
there is very little difference between distortions after application of isotropic or orthotropic corrections. Then,
simulations were performed, modeling the effects of both electrostatic chucking and patterning, to compare the image
placement error thus obtained to that predicted via the addition of the IPD calculated for patterning only, in Section 2,
and for chucking only, above. The FE results of IPD as a function of absorber stress and as a function of substrate
backside PV non-flatness are featured in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively.
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Fig. 8. Chucking without patterning IPD FE results for a 300 MPa compressive absorber stress.
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Fig. 9. Chucking and patterning IPD FE results for a 60-nm PV substrate backside non-flatness over the QA.

The values of IPD due to patterning and electrostatic chucking are close to these of chucking alone. More precisely, the
results in Fig. 9 are roughly equal, within 0.5 nm, to the square root of the sum of the squares of the results shown in
Figs. 6 and 7. Similarly, the results in Fig. 10 are equal, within 0.5 nm, to the square root of the sum of the squares of
the results in Fig. 6 for a 300 MPa compressive absorber stress and in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 10. Chucking and patterning IPD FE results for a 300 MPa compressive absorber stress.

4. COMPARISON TO REQUIREMENTS
As-chucked mask IPD was compared for different mounting schemes in the PG tool: the IPD corresponding to the usage
of a 3-point mount in the e-beam writer, which was already reported in Section 3 (Fig. 9), and the IPD corresponding to
the usage of quality area backside chucking, for which results are shown in Fig. 11.
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Fig. 11. Chucking and patterning IPD FE results for the case of QA backside chucking in pattern generation and exposure tools.
These results are valid for any substrate backside non-flatness, as long as the chucks in both tools have the same flatness.

It can be seen that the IPD thus obtained is smaller than that determined in Section 3, as well as that calculated in
Section 2 for patterning effects in the case where the reticle is held in a 3-point mount in both the e-beam writer and the
registration tool. Nonetheless, it must be noted that the results in Fig. 11 do not account for any placement error caused
by differences in non-flatness between the chucks in the PG and in the exposure tool. Such distortions can be evaluated
using the results in Figs. 7 and 8. Comparing the image placement errors in Figs. 9 and 11 yields that using a backside
chucking scheme in all tools reduces IPD by 3.5 nm when employing mask substrates with 60 nm QA PV backside nonflatness. The results in Fig. 8 suggest that the IPD due to using a 3-point mount in the pattern generation tool would be
linear with respect to the mask substrate backside PV non-flatness.
In order to reduce the IPD associated to a standard reticle mount in the PG tool, an alternative mask stack was
considered, as illustrated in Fig. 12. The proposed modification, referred to as backside compensation, would be the
addition of an extra backside layer, which would help minimize the stress-induced bow of the EUV blank (though not
necessarily of the patterned mask). The thickness of this layer would be adjusted with respect to the absorber,
multilayer, and Cr backside layer stresses and thicknesses. Although this would not be as efficient as reducing the
substrate non-flatness, it would lead to an improvement in IPD compared to that in Fig. 10, as illustrated by the FE
simulation results shown in Fig. 13 for the case of a 300 MPa compressive TaN absorber stress. A further advantage
would be that it would also lead to a large reduction of the uncorrected IPD, which would minimize the risk of
numerical errors during magnification correction.
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TaN backside layer
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Backside Surface

Fig. 12. Alternative stack considered, with an additional bow-compensation layer on the backside.
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Fig. 13. Chucking and patterning IPD FE results for a 300 MPa compressive TaN absorber stress, when using a standard 3-point
mount in the pattern generation tool and a backside bow-compensation layer.

Having investigated the effects on mask IPD of substrate backside and chuck non-flatness, stress-induced blank bow,
patterning of a specific design, tolerances on substrate dimensions and material properties, as well as different stacks
and patterning tool reticle mounting conditions, a summary of the magnitude of these distortions is given in Table 2.
The IPD listed is the orthotropically-corrected image placement error. In particular, Table 2 also illustrates that
reducing the absorber stress and the substrate backside non-flatness would both lead to better image placement.
Table 2. Summary of causes of mask-level in-plane displacements and corresponding orthotropically-corrected IPD.
Mounting scheme in PG tool

3-pt mount + gravity acting,
with gravity compensation

Full backside chucking over QA

Substrate backside and
chuck PV non-flatness
over the quality area

±3.5 nm for each ±30 nm PV shape or
±2.7 nm for each ±30 nm PV shape,
with backside compensation

±2.7 nm for each ±30 nm PV
chuck-to-chuck non-flatness

Blank bow from stressed layers

Accounted for above

No effect

Patterning & etching deformation

±1.2 nm for each 300 MPa of stress

±0.7 nm for each 300 MPa of stress

Substrate thickness tolerance

±0.6 nm for ±0.1 mm

No effect

NZTE elastic modulus tolerance

±0.6 nm for ±1.2 GPa

No effect

Substrate CTE non-uniformity

±1.6 nm for ± 5 ppb/°C and ∆T = ±2°C

±1.6 nm for ± 5 ppb/°C and ∆T = ±2°C

It must be noted that these results pertain to the specific stack composition, design, and substrate backside non-flatness
illustrated in Figs. 1, 2, and 3, respectively. However, as these inputs are representative of an actual EUV mask, or, for
some of them, a worst-case, the order of magnitudes listed in Table 2 can be used for EUV mask image placement error
budget considerations.
Using Table 2, an overall image placement error for the effects listed can be calculated as the square root of the sum of
the squared contributions. Furthermore, a full error budget can be obtained by adding to the results of the present paper
the contribution due to the accuracy of the e-beam pattern generation tools envisioned for the 32 nm node. The
accuracy of such tools can be estimated at around 5.0 nm, and the image placement required on a reticle after
magnification corrections is 8.0 nm, according to the latest ITRS documents.9 For example, Table 3 lists the error
budget assessments for three cases, all of which consider the use of a 3-point mount in the pattern generation tool.
Table 3. Examples of error budget calculations and comparison to ITRS reticle-level image placement requirements.

Cases Considered, using a 3-point mount in the PG tool
Contribution

900 MPa TaN stress
180 nm PV backside

600 MPa TaN stress
120 nm PV backside

300 MPa TaN stress
60 nm PV backside

Patterning tool

± 5.0 nm

± 5.0 nm

± 5.0 nm

Substrate dimensional
tolerance

± 0.6 nm

± 0.6 nm

± 0.6 nm

Patterning and etching
deformation

± 3.6 nm

± 2.4 nm

± 1.2 nm

Substrate PV
non-flatness

± 8.1 nm

± 5.4 nm

± 2.7 nm

Summation

± 10.2 nm

± 7.8 nm

± 5.8 nm

ITRS requirement

± 8.0 nm

In particular, as illustrated in Table 3, considering a EUV blank with a 60 nm PV substrate backside non-flatness, an
absorber stress value of 300 MPa compressive, and taking into account substrate dimensional tolerances, a maximum
image placement error smaller than 6 nm is obtained, illustrating the feasibility of the insertion of EUV at the 32-nm
node using standard patterning and registration tools.

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Using finite element simulations, the influence on EUV mask image placement of stressed layers and their patterning, as
well as substrate and chuck non-flatness were predicted for different reticle mounting configurations: a 3-point mount,
as in current pattern generation and registration tools, and a backside chuck, as in EUV exposure tools. First, the
influence of substrate material and dimension tolerances were investigated for a mask held in a 3-point mount. Then,
the effects on image placement of EUV substrates and exposure chucks non-flatness were calculated for masks with a
chucked quality area. The contribution of pattern formation was subsequently added and it was demonstrated that a
statistical addition of image placement errors was valid. Finally, two mask mounting strategies in the pattern generation
and registration tools were evaluated, and it was shown that standardizing quality area backside chucking would reduce
distortions. Furthermore, an alternative mask stack was proposed to help meet the image placement requirements.
These results were finally used to ascertain that the image placement error budget could be met for the insertion of EUV
lithography at the 32-nm node while still using standard 3-point mask mounting techniques in mask house tools.
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